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Abstract 

The current cheapening of next-generation sequencing has led to an enormous growth in the 

number of sequenced genomes and transcriptomes, allowing wet labs to get the sequences from 

their organisms of study. To make the most of these data, one of the first things that should be 

done is the functional annotation of the protein-coding genes. But it used to be a slow and tedious 

step that can involve the characterization of thousands of sequences. 

Sma3s is an accurate computational tool for annotating proteins in an unattended way. Now, we 

have developed a completely new version, which includes functionalities that will be of utility for 

fundamental and applied science. Currently, the results provide functional categories such as 

biological processes, which become useful for both characterizing particular sequence datasets 

and comparing different projects. But one of the most important implemented innovations is that it 

has now low computational requirements, and the complete annotation of a simple proteome or 

transcriptome usually takes less than 24 hours in a personal computer. 

Finally, it should be noted that Sma3s has been tested with a large amount of complete proteomes, 

and it has demonstrated its potential in health science and other specific projects. 
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Significance of the study 

We present a completely new release of our functional annotation tool Sma3s, together with 

analyses involving whole proteomes. Sma3s is able to annotate a complete proteome or 

transcriptome in a plausible time by any researcher using a personal computer. It could allow the 

extraction of new knowledge in many of the current genomics and proteomics projects. We show 

the use of this computational tool, annotating a lot of bacterial proteomes and showing how it could 

lead to the discovery of hidden functional information.  

  



1. Introduction 

The current omics era is generating an enormous amount of available proteomes that we need to 

functionally annotate if we want to make the best of them. In fact, the annotation of all the protein-

coding genes from an organism accelerates its knowledge at the molecular level [1,2].  

Whereas the transcriptome allows both assessing the gene expression in a particular condition and 

knowing the specific protein-coding genes expressed by an organism, the genome allows knowing 

all the genes of this organism. It includes genes encoding for proteins predicted by a gene finder 

utility or proteogenomics strategy [3]. But, both of them need the functional annotation of protein-

coding sequences prior to further analysis. 

Functional annotation of a dataset coming from a whole genome or transcriptome can become a 

slow and tedious job, mainly when researchers have no knowledge on bioinformatics. In this 

context is usual the manual or semi-manual annotation by assigning functional terms extracted 

from the best hits in a default similarity search [4,5]. Furthermore, the automatic annotation of large 

datasets, usually based on sequence similarity, is something that cannot be easily managed by the 

current computational tools. Most of available automatic annotators only allow the use of web 

applications with limitations in the number of query sequences to analyze. This is the case of the 

best scored tools arisen from the critical assessment of protein function annotation experiment 

(CAFA), such as FFPred, Argot, PANNZER, ESG/PFP, or BAR-PLUS [6]. Only two of them allow 

the annotation of large datasets using specific programming scripts (FFPred [7],  PANNZER [8]), 

but their standalone versions have a lot of requirements, including large databases and specialized 

software, all of which are elusive for experimental researchers. Blast2GO also belongs to this 

category [9]. It is a widely used annotation tool that can be difficult to use, especially with large 

datasets of sequences and without a commercial subscription. All of these tools annotate mainly 

amino acid sequences, but there are other methods for specifically annotating protein-coding 

sequences, useful for analyzing transcriptomic data, which have the same weaknesses [10–12].  

To overcome the challenges of the current functional annotators we developed Sma3s, which is a 

standalone tool that has already shown a high accuracy with large sequences datasets, both of 

proteins and protein-coding nucleotide sequences [13]. From its first version it has been used in 



projects with organisms coming from heterogeneous taxonomic divisions such as bacteria [14], 

fungus [15–17], invertebrates [18], plants [19,20], and animals [21–23], and it provided useful 

results in all cases. Despite being easy to use, Sma3s had some computational requirements that 

we have now overcome. Currently, it only depends on the installation of the standard BLAST 

software, and it allows using Sma3s on any operating system while hardly using computational 

resources. Additionally, it has now a low requirement of time thanks to the use of a shorter non-

redundant database providing the reference annotations. As mentioned above, Sma3s is being 

used to annotate large datasets, but detailed analysis of the annotations is sometimes performed 

by other software [15,21], which is not able to exploit the full potential of the results. Thus, Sma3s 

now provides elaborated results, including functional categories which allow the user the easy 

creation of charts and the further analysis of the obtained annotations. Finally, Sma3s accuracy 

has been improved, thanks to the integration of its three previously independent modules, and by 

the use of quality tags from the annotations, such as the evidence codes coming from Gene 

Ontology [24]. 

The annotator has been compared with one of the last published algorithm to annotate proteins, 

Argot, and Sma3s obtains the best results with a benchmark of well-annotated sequences where 

self-annotation was avoided. In here, we also show new uses for Sma3s, such as the annotation of 

a great dataset of proteomes and the analysis of results to get new knowledge. All of them, as far 

as we know, will leave Sma3s as virtually one of the easier and faster, keeping its accuracy, 

functional annotator of proteins and protein-coding sequences currently available. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Improvements in the algorithm 

The three independent modules of Sma3s have been now integrated to give a more complete 

annotation. The two first modules, which find the most significant homologs, are initially used to 

assign a gene name and description to each query sequence. But only informative names are used, 

avoiding those with rare symbols or longer than 6 characters. Then, annotation terms are assigned 

from either the module 1 or 2, and this preliminary annotation is complemented with the more 

productive module 3.  



One of the principal algorithm improvements concerns to the results. The annotation sources have 

been extended, and the final annotation report now includes EC numbers for enzymes, together 

with UniProt keywords and pathways [25], and GO terms [24]. To add functional categories, which 

are especially useful to undertake great annotation or comparative genomic projects, Sma3s gives 

GO Slim terms that report more general annotations. The GO Slim terms have been extracted from 

each GO term in the reference database, using both the Map2Slim script and the Generic GO Slim 

file from the Gene Ontology web. The results also include four categories used to classify the 

keywords in UniProt: Biological process, Cellular component, Developmental stage, and Disease. 

Due to the exponential growth of the sequence databases, the quality of the annotations is 

something to keep in mind [26]. Thus, Sma3s allows reporting quality annotations, where only 

experimental assigned GO terms and keywords will be used. To do this, annotations with the 

“Inferred Electronic Annotation” evidence code coming from both GO terms (IEA) and UniProt 

keywords (ECO:0000501, and codes related to this one) can be discarded in the analysis. In 

addition, non-informative annotations are avoided, as well as database sequences without any GO 

term and keyword, and predicted sequences from the reference database can be also discarded. 

The remaining parameters from Sma3s are now fixed in an automatic way for improving both 

proteome and transcriptome annotations, and make easier the use of the annotator.  

Finally, Sma3s offers the annotations in a text file that can be opened with any spreadsheet 

program (tab-separated values; TSV), along with a file containing the summary of the results. This 

latter includes the functional categories, with biological processes and pathways, which allow the 

easy creation of figures to the end user.  

2.2. Requirements to use Sma3s 

The installation of the Blast+ package is the only mandatory requirement for Sma3s 

(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/LATEST), together with the Perl programming 

language interpreter. Sma3s takes around 24 hours to annotate a simple proteome (around 5000 

sequences), and a similar time to annotate a short transcriptome (adding -nucl parameter, which 

will use blastx instead of blastp). Moreover, Sma3s allows parallelization of the initial Blast step, 

using high performance computing (HPC) to accelerate the entire process. 



The Sma3s script can be found at: 

http://www.bioinfocabd.upo.es/sma3s 

There, you can see video tutorials about how to use Sma3s in different operating systems. 

Finally, you can use UniProt files with .dat extension from its website to perform the annotation 

(ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current_release/knowledgebase/). But we offer a non-

redundant database, coming from UniRef90, which allows shorter times to annotate bigger 

sequence datasets. This database was used to produce the results presented in this work, and it 

can be downloaded from our website. 

2.3. Test dataset of new proteins 

To annotate proteins with a current minimum quality, but using a previous database version, where 

the proteins were not annotated, we proceeded with the following steps. We used the manually 

curated Swiss-Prot section in UniProt database release 2016_07. Then, we collected entries 

created from 2015, with only one Accession number, thus avoiding any new entry coming from a 

previous one. But these proteins could come from TrEMBL, the not curated section in UniProt 

database. To avoid the latter, we checked the history from each entry. Thus, we selected entries 

created in UniProt from January 2015 to July 2016 and currently stored in Swiss-Prot. Finally, we 

remove 41 proteins that lacked GO terms, since they did not allow measuring the accuracy. 

Following this strategy, we found 349 proteins from Swiss-Prot release 2016_07, with manually 

assigned annotations, which did not exist in the release from 2014 (Suppl. file 1). Thus, annotating 

these proteins using Swiss-Prot release 2014_11, and checking accuracy with Swiss-Prot release 

2016_07, constitutes a good procedure to test annotation tools avoiding self-annotation. 

To check the prediction, we used GO Slim terms and UniProt keywords from Sma3s, and convert 

GO annotations found by Argot to GO Slim, using the Map2Slim script by the Gene Ontology 

Consortium. 

We used Sma3s with the following reference databases: Swiss-Prot 2014_11, UniProt 2014_11, 

UniRef90 2014_11, and UniRef90 2016_07 (taking away the 349 query sequences). And we used 

Argot release 2.5 from its website (July, 2016), which used databases from 2014. 



2.4. Annotation of Bacillus proteomes 

To annotate different proteomes from Bacillus genus we downloaded the protein dataset files from 

Ensembl bacteria database [27]. We selected only reference species whose names were 

composed by two words. Thus, we finally downloaded 52 different proteomes. All of these were 

used to run Sma3s, using default parameters and a HPC cluster to accelerate the process. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Sma3 algorithm overview 

The Sma3s algorithm has been completely rewritten to simplify its use and offer more useful 

information in the results, in addition to reduce the entire run time (Fig. 1). Originally, Sma3s was 

composed of three independent but complementary modules. The first of them searches for very 

similar sequences and its annotations, the second searches for orthologs, and the third one uses 

all significant alignments from a Blast search to retrieve shared annotations with significant 

expected values. In the current version, all the three modules have been merged to both improve 

the ease to use and complete the results with more accurate assignments. 

Since both of the initial modules are based on more similar sequences, gene names and 

descriptions are mainly assigned from them rather than the third module. But annotations overall 

are assigned from all the 3 modules to improve the final sensitivity. 

Nevertheless, users can run Sma3s with a single module to check if their sequences are already 

annotated in the database (using only the module 1), or if there are orthologs in the database that 

enable the annotation (using only the module 2). 

3.2. Proving the accuracy of Sma3s for annotating protein sequences 

To test the accuracy of Sma3s, a dataset of 349 manually curated proteins was used. These 

proteins entered in Swiss-Prot in 2015 or later. So, to avoid self-annotation Sma3s was used with 

Swiss-Prot 2014 as the reference database for the annotation. The result shows that despite of 

they are new sequences in the public database of proteins, the obtained accuracy is high, with 

recall around 60% to both keywords and GO terms (Fig. 2). 



Sma3s was initially based on Swiss-Prot as the reference database, but we wanted to increase the 

accuracy using a greater database. Thus, UniProt database was selected to annotate the same 

dataset. This is a database with a number of sequences 100 times higher (Table 1). In this case, 

the results show that though the precision increases slightly, the run time makes it unfeasible, 

especially if we want to annotate huge sequence datasets. 

In order to decrease the run time, we wanted to use a shorter database but maintaining a more 

complete collection of protein sequences than with Swiss-Prot. To do that we used UniRef90, 

where sequence redundancy is reduced using 90% identity as a threshold. In this case, the 

number of sequences is 5 times lower than with UniProt (Table 1). So, when we run Sma3s with 

UniRef90 (2014) as the reference database, the time run is similar to that obtained when we used 

Swiss-Prot. But also more importantly, the accuracy is almost as high as when using UniProt. In 

fact, the number of significant Blast alignments is similar to that obtained when we used the 

complete UniProt database.  

The query dataset is composed of new sequences that are currently better known. So, when we 

use Sma3s with the current release of UniRef90 (2016), the accuracy is now the highest, with a 

recall close to 80% and a precision of 63%. All of this proposes the last version of UniRef90 as the 

reference database to annotate proteins and protein-coding sequences with a high accuracy and a 

short run time. 

To compare Sma3s with other protein functional annotator we chose Argot, since it has recently 

showed a high accuracy [28]. We annotate the query dataset with this computational tool, which 

assigns GO terms, and used databases from 2014 in its web version. The obtained accuracy by 

this method shows a recall higher than Sma3s using UniRef90 2014 (but not when using the 2016 

version), though its precision is lower (31%) versus Sma3s (37%) (Fig. 2b).  

It is important to note that, even though the recall is higher with Argot, this value changes 

depending on the type of GO term. The higher recall of Argot seems related to the most generic 

terms coming from the cellular component ontology (Fig. 3). However the molecular function and 

biological process ontologies have better results with Sma3s versus Argot, especially in more 

specific terms. Although cellular localization is important to know the place where a protein exerts 



its function, molecular functions and even more biological processes are more demanded in 

projects analyzing gene expression or comparing the annotation of phylogenetically related 

organisms. 

3.3. Annotating complete proteomes and analyzing functional categories 

Sma3s is useful to annotate complete proteomes in a short time. When it finishes, it offers a report 

with different annotation types, including the most probable gene name and protein description, EC 

numbers for enzymes, GO terms, UniProt keywords and pathways. But one of the most demanded 

usability for massive annotators is the possibility of giving summaries with information about 

functional categories. This could be useful, for example, to compare annotations of different 

organisms in the same project. 

To enable this functionality, Sma3s now reports a summary with different categories and the 

number of sequences belonging to each category. To present this new functionality, we selected 

Bacillus subtilis as a complete proteome to annotate. From the 3940 proteins from B. subtilis, 

Sma3s was able to assign annotations to 3583 of them (91%), with GO and keywords as the most 

abundant annotated terms (Suppl. file 2). From the results, the different biological processes of this 

bacterium can be studied from GO Slim as well as from UniProt keywords categories (Fig. 4). The 

coverage from the former is higher (it offers an average of 2 terms by each protein), but keywords 

offer novel terms which can be very useful, as it can be checked in the present example with the 

group Sporulation. Hence, Sma3s found 255 proteins related to Sporulation in this well-known 

sporulated bacterium [29]. These different functional categories sources offer complementary 

results. For example, whereas the number of transport proteins is much higher in keyword than in 

GO Slim category, the number of proteins involved in carbohydrate metabolism is lower (Fig. 4). All 

of this allows a more complete collection of the biological processes characteristics of the organism 

to annotate. 

These reports with functional categories can be used to analyze the annotation of a simple 

proteome or transcriptome, but also to compare different functional annotations coming from 

different organisms. To show this utility, we annotate 52 proteomes of the Bacillus genus using 

Sma3s, and compare 2 representative annotations from both biological process categories: Cell 



motility from GO Slim, and Antibiotic biosynthesis from UniProt keywords (Fig. 5). All annotated 

proteomes have a similar number of proteins involved in cell motility, with the exception of B. 

gaemokensis [30], and B. mycoides, which is one of the rare Bacillus that has been previously 

reported to lack of motility [31]. On the other hand, several species highlight if we check the other 

biological process, antibiotic biosynthesis. For B. subtilis, the representative species of the genus, 

Sma3s finds 45 proteins related with this annotation, and it is known that this species produces 

more than two dozen of different antibiotics of a great variety of types [29]. Further, we have been 

able to support this interesting ability in two more species, B. megaterium, and different strains of B. 

amyloliquefaciens [32–34]. All together shows a practical example of a discovering of bacterial 

strains of interest in a specific field, with for example application in medicine. 

3. Concluding remarks 

Here we show that Sma3s is a useful computational tool for annotate large datasets of protein 

sequences. In fact, Sma3s does not only annotate protein sequences but also transcriptomes in a 

short time and with minimal requirements. Furthermore, the most important characteristic of Sma3s 

is that it can be used to annotate complete sequence datasets by any user without computational 

knowledge, which will allow increasing the knowledge about their organisms in study. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Organigram of the Sma3s pipeline. Every sequence from the query dataset is 

compared to the reference database using Blast (blastp for proteomes and blastx for 

transcriptomes). This database can be filtered to taking in account only sequences of expected 

high quality. Sma3s prioritizes annotations (especially gene name and description) coming from 

very similar or orthologous proteins. The last module enriches the annotations with proteins 

sharing short similarity regions but with common annotations. Finally, Sma3s gives the results in 

two files, one of them with all the annotations for each query sequence, and the other with 

functional categories that can be used to both create figures and compare different annotations. 

Figure 2. Annotation accuracy when using different reference databases. Recall and 

precision is represented by percent values, and run times (dashed line) is represented in minutes. 

The results are shown both a) when UniProt keywords, and b) GO terms are evaluated. In all 

cases the 2014 versions of the databases were used, except for UniRef90 version 2016. Argot, 

which only predicts GO terms, use a 2014 version. 

Figure 3. Number of predicted GO terms by different databases and methods. The 

background in grey color represents the number of specific GO terms in the protein entries from 

UniProt database. GO terms coming from different ontologies are highlighted in red (Cellular 

Component), blue (Molecular Function), and green (Biological Process) color. 

Figure 4. Number of proteins predicted to be involved in different biological processes. The 

figure represents the percentage of proteins belonging to different biological processes from a) GO 

Slim and b) UniProt keyword categories. The number of proteins predicted to each process is 

shown in brackets. 

Figure 5. Number of proteins predicted to be involved in antibiotic biosynthesis and motility 

from different species of Bacillus. Proteins annotated in the antibiotic biosynthesis were 

extracted from UniProt keyword category, and those annotated in cell motility were extracted from 

GO Slim category. 

 



Tables 

Table 1. Number of annotated proteins within different databases and number of Blast hits 

obtained for all the sequences in the test dataset. Two different versions are used for the 

different databases. 

 

 2014 2016 

 Swiss-Prot UniProt UniRef90 UniProt UniRef90 

Number of annotated proteins 524,643 52,924,113 10,809,500 47,715,549 21,330,801 

Number of Blast hits 36,000 65,636 63,421 71,995 68,811 

 

  



Supporting information 

Supplementary file 1. Test dataset of 349 proteins in FASTA format. 

Supplementary file 2. Summary offered by Sma3s for the annotation of B. subtilis proteome. 

Every different category has been highlighted using different colors. 


